Prepositioned Stock and
Depot Maintenance
Total logistics solutions for complex environments

Global Response
Expeditionary logistics focuses
on supporting the military in prepositioned stock logistics needs. Our
innovative combination of customercentric total quality and Six Sigma
methodologies blends program
management, sophisticated systems
engineering, integration, and depot
maintenance, enabling us to develop
and build close working relationships
with our customers and lasting
solutions that enhance efficiency and
performance and help control costs.

Program Management
Interfacing, integrating, coordinating
and driving down cost while at the
same time enhancing operational
availability is the management
task customers routinely entrust
to KBRwyle. We deliver the best
solutions to our customers through our
biggest asset – our people. We believe
that honest and ethical behavior is
imperative to successful operations
and future growth.

Depot Maintenance
KBRwyle provides responsive, costeffective depot support, customized to
the customer’s operation and mission.
We saved millions of dollars for our
customers through our successful
management of on-site and off-site,
centralized and decentralized repair
facilities. Our capability in providing
depot level support to geographically
dispersed facilities while maintaining
high levels of system availability
is well recognized throughout the
industry.

www.kbrwyle.com

Prepositioned Stock and Depot Maintenance

KBRwyle is a diverse professional and technical
services leader. We offer quality-based
competencies in program management, defense
logistics solutions, engineering and development
services, and quality assurance.
On the TACOM Life Cycle Management Command
Strategic Support Solutions (TS3) Multiple Award
IDIQ Contract, we implemented a centralized TS3
IDIQ center of excellence to support our customer’s
needs and meet all current and anticipated mission
requirements.

Prepositioning and Marine Corps
Logistics Services
Under the Prepositioning and Marine Corps Logistics
Services (P&MCLS) contract, KBRwyle’s employees
maintain and repair 50% of all the U.S. Marine Corps
ground combat assets – military vehicles, equipment, and
material at Blount Island Command, Jacksonville, Florida.
The services include supply chain, kitting, shipboard, and
in-theater support.

Continuous improvement through rapid
problem solving
On P&MCLS, KBRwyle realized a
▪▪ Significant reduction to excess government inventory.
▪▪ Significant space gain due to reduced inventory
▪▪ Received the Marine Corps Achievement in Safety
Award (Group IV) for 2012 and 2013
On Army Pre-positioned Stocks, KBRwyle
▪▪ Eliminated non-value-added maintenance time by
1,047 hours
▪▪ Reduced vehicle movement by 725 miles
▪▪ Gained significant space due to government inventory
excess reduction
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Army Prepositioned Stocks
Similar to the P&MCLS contract, KBRwyle maintains
and repairs U.S. Army ground combat assets. As part
of a significant baseline and future state formulation
effort, the program engaged in an extensive value
stream transformation effort of maintenance and
logistics operations that reduced excess government
inventory.

